Karolina Skibicka has been awarded *Lilla Fernströmspriset*

Docent Karolina Skibicka, Department of Physiology, has been nominated to receive 'Lilla Fernströms-priset' 2016, at the Sahlgrenska Academy. She receives the prize for her groundbreaking research on the brain reward mechanisms of the nervous system.

Read more about the prize and Karolina Skibicka's research in Akademiliv (in Swedish) >>>

Study tour - Nepal

Camilla Torstensson and Jennie Toppari, education administrators at the Department of Physiology won the University of Gothenburg prize for quality development in administration 2016. The prize sum was used for a study tour to Nepal.

Read about Camilla och Jennie’s experiences on the blog: Nepal 2016 (in Swedish)>>>

Information from Neuro-IT

On October 5 we will migrate our email-server

All users/employees at the Institute who have not explicitly asked for a new email-address will still have the same address, for example; fornamn.efternamn@neuro.gu.se

All users of “neuro – email” will receive information about what to do when logging in to the new email account first time. If you have access to your email account via your mobile phone you will need to update the settings on your phone after the migration. Each department has at least two contact persons who can instruct users who have questions related to the migration. Contact information >>>
Call for applications

The “Lennart ‘Aktiestinsen’ Israelsson Foundation for Individual and Society

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences calls for applications for funding of SEK 1.200 000 from the “Lennart ‘Aktiestinsen’ Israelsson Foundation for Individual and Society – for research that benefits the education system"

More information and link to application system (PDF) >>>

New places at the Amanuensis programme

Nine places are offered and the students will start in the beginning of January 2017. If you would like to present a suitable project/amanuensis place for medical students please email a project description and a study plan (max. 2 pages each) with contact details to karin.dejke@neuro.gu.se no later than September 23, 2016.

Further information about the application procedure to the Amanuensis programme can be found at the Institute’s website (in Swedish).

GU internal climate fund

In order to balance employees’ carbon emissions from air travel, the University of Gothenburg offsets carbon emissions in an internal climate fund. Employees and students can apply for funding from the Fund for projects that reduce the university’s emissions of greenhouse gases.

GU internal climate fund – information and application form >>>

Application deadline is November 10, 2016 for projects to be implemented during 2017.

Ermasmus+ for staff

Call for applications for funding within the Erasmus+ programme within Europe for staff at the University of Gothenburg

- Teacher exchange
- Erasmus staff training
- Erasmus travel grants

Seminars and lectures

Molecular control of regulated exocytosis and diabetes

The seminar will be held on September 27 at 12:00 noon. Lecturer is Weiping He, PhD, Deputy Director, Singapore Bioimaging Consortium (SBIC), Head, Laboratory of Metabolic Medicine (LMM).

More information about the Sahlgrenska Academy Seminars can be found at the Sahlgrenska Academy's website.

Celebration Lecture by Paul Blanc – Academy’s Honorary Doctor in 2016

Date: October 20, 2016
Time: 09:30-11:30 am
Venue: Lecture hall - Arvid Carlsson, Academicum

Detailed information about the celebration lecture (Akademiliv) >>>
PhD student position in Basic medicine, 4 positions

The PhD-training in basic medicine is a five year postgraduate training in research and teaching at the Sahlgrenska Academy.

Advert: PhD student position in Basic medicine >>>

Note! Application deadline: September 26, 2016.

New services and functionalities

Meeting on new services and functionalities at the University of Gothenburg (in Swedish) >>>

Date: Wednesday, October 5, 2016
Time: 11.00-13.00
Venue: Conference centre Wallenberg, Medicinaregatan 20 A, Europa
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